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BEST FOR ALL-ROUND READING

AMAZON KINDLE $279 (£175)

BEST
BUY

Amazon is making its reader available for export to UK
customers from October 19. Its 6in display is the best
E Ink screen on test, capable of showing images that look
like photographs. It’s the easiest reader to use too, thanks
to a mobile-phone connection that lets you download
digital books, magazines and newspapers from Amazon
without a computer. The UK’s Kindle lacks the wider web
access of the US version, but Amazon says it will soon be
upgraded for browsing selected sites such as Wikipedia.
Verdict Simple to use — but you can buy books only from
the US, and must pay shipping and import costs on the
Kindle, a total of about $65 (£41). Amazon promises more
UK-centric services “in the coming weeks and months”.
Hold off buying until this happens.
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www.amazon.com/kindle

Ebook readers

Photolibrary.com

TEST BENCH

A LIBRARY IN
YOUR POCKET

Ereaders allow you to download thousands of books and
newspapers. Mark Harris leafs through five of the best

BEST FOR EBOOK BEGINNERS

SONY READER TOUCH EDITION
PRS-600 £250

BEST FOR AN INSTANT LIBRARY

ELONEX EREADER £170

The slim, all-metal Sony is the ﬁrst E Ink
reader with a touchscreen, letting you ﬂip
pages naturally and add handwritten notes
to books with a small stylus. The screen is
very easy to read, with attractive fonts and
the ability to resize images. It works well
with PDF ﬁles, and playback of MP3 tunes
is slick. Like the Kindle, you can search
books for speciﬁc words or look them up
in a dictionary. Unlike the Kindle you can’t
download books direct to the device, but
must connect it to a PC, which is ﬁddly.
Verdict Superb value and easy to use but
lacks the Kindle’s online access.

This stylish matt-black reader, available
from Borders bookshops, comes already
loaded with 100 classic ebooks by Dickens,
Austen, Shakespeare and more to start your
library. It’s light and slim enough for
one-handed reading (great for commuters)
and the screen is easily customised with
different typefaces and font sizes. Controls
are kept to a minimum but omitting large
page-turn buttons was a mistake — the
circular navigation pad is ﬁddly. The Elonex
eReader struggles to show high-resolution
images and complex PDF ﬁles. It also lacks
MP3 playback and search functions, and
has a slow start-up time.
Verdict Not as tough or smart as the Sony.

www.sony.co.uk

www.borders.co.uk
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BEST FOR LOOKS

BEST FOR VERSATILITY

The Cool-er looks like the sort of ebook
reader that Apple might make if it had only
a quarter of its usual budget. The plastic
housing feels cheap, with controls that are
too small and no full-size page-turn buttons.
Choosing pages or searching for words is
painfully sluggish without a keyboard, and
the (very average) MP3 playback requires
an easily lost adaptor for use with normal
headphones. Otherwise, the Cool-er is
similar to the Elonex reader, except that it is
ﬂimsier, pricier and slower to respond. The
screen is less distinct and lacks contrast.
Verdict A little too rough and ready.

Unlike the dedicated ebook readers here,
the iPod Touch is a miniature computer that
can run thousands of applications, including
the (free) Kindle and Stanza reader apps. It
has a 3.5in colour touchscreen that lets you
turn digital pages with the ﬂick of a ﬁnger.
You can browse and download ebooks,
including free titles, using its wi-ﬁ
connection. Adept as it is at web browsing,
playing MP3s, videos and audiobooks, the
screen is too small for reading books, and
the battery fades quickly.
Verdict Flexible and powerful, but suited
only to occasional reading.

www.ﬁrebox.com

www.apple.com/uk

COOL-ER £190
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APPLE iPOD TOUCH FROM £149
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EBOOK READERS
EXPLAINED
The screens All these readers
(except the iPod Touch) have a
6in monochrome E Ink display
that is much easier on the eyes
than a normal LCD screen and
uses far less energy. Text is
sharp, doesn’t ﬂicker and ranges
from tiny to large. However,
there is a distracting ﬂash when
you “turn” each digital page.
Downloading ebooks Most new
ebooks are a little cheaper
online than on paper, and Google
Books and Project Gutenberg
have made thousands of older,
out-of-copyright books available
for free download to a computer.
You then connect your reader to
your computer via a USB cable
and transfer the ﬁles. The Kindle
and iPod Touch can also
download ebooks directly, using
wireless technology.
File formats Amazon’s Kindle
has its own ebook format that
does not work on other readers.
Its rivals can read popular ﬁles
such as ePub, PDF and text
documents, which are available
from many different retailers
online. Some books are copy
protected, so don’t bet on being
able to move them from one
machine to another.

